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Reversal of Aesthetic Market

Communal capital
formation through
equal contribution of
labor and money

Reinvestment of
original seeding into
funding pool with
10% being set
aside for political,
education, and
judicial formations

Afrikan
Economic
Formation:
Capitalization

Communal
employment,
training, and
dissemination of
ownership, profit,
and skills

Equal commitment to
each project based
on priority list. Each
activity should
employ at least one
skill of one member.

Preference of
needs over
wants

Preference for
projected use
over terminal
use value

Afrikan
Economic
Formation:
Project
Selection

Emphasis on
aesthetic
“replacement”

Preference of
ownership over
lease or rent
or credit

Identify five Afrikans willing
to contribute $100 and
propose one economic
development project

Begin project one adhering
to the specifications of
project selection and
priority

Each actor participates
fully in the activity laid out
under project one.

Recruit employees during
project one, training them to
perform the roles of the
various actors, and
encouraging them to invest
in the project list

Move on to project two and
expand as additional
members come on board
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Each lesson must
include a practical
applicability
component

Each lesson should
involve group
cooperation for
completion

Students and faculty
must be networked
such that there is
continuing education
and institutional
building.

Afrikan
Educational
Formation:
Pedagogical
Methodology

Maximum portability

Each assessment must
involve creative
intelligence

Create Afrikan
consciousness
reading/project groups in
the community supplying
the materials at each age
level

Each person will propose
one book and associated
project and all will
participate in reading,
discussion, and the project.

The completion of each
project shall be part of a
portfolio of materials and
activities which then
become the basis of
further instruction

The leader of the group
then become the instructor
for the relevant material
and then is charged with
bringing other into this
field of knowledge
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Location central to
community in
terms of
geography,
history, and/or
contemporary
activity.

Distinction
between tactical
and positional
leadership

Afrikan
Political
Formation:
Mbongi

Direct
accountability

Leaders drawn
from intuitive
leadership core
and dynamic
based on
activities to be
accomplished

Identify a location
according to the criteria

Select three people to fulfill
the roles of convenor and
public spokesperson,
historian and secretary, and
speaker

Membership by residence
or temporary residence

Landu (agenda) leads to
meeting call-communal
news, activities, membership
issues

Agenda call to order, elder
right, libations and spiritual
expressions, Landu, reciting
of Mabika, dismissal

Mode of Business: referral
or delegation, action, or
statement
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Initial step is request
by relevant parties.
Non-invasive
process.

Options:
Amendment,
Atonement,
Judgment, and
Bonding

Afrikan
Judicial
Formation:
Kinzonzi

Goal is to propose
resolution and have
agreement in that
regard, and to do
this in the context of
community
standards

Fact-finding process
with external review
as it is occurring

Select a person to serve
as the convenor, Parties
agree to the convention
and if desired, to
settlement.

Convenor appoints 3-5
investigators and 3-5
witnesses. (equal)
Witnesses only observe
the investigation.

Group chooses a
speaker who will draft
the final report and
resolves issues of open
or closed session.

Investigation
proceeds..all documents
to all parties.

Finding of fact and
proposed joint resolution
issued.

Power of community
coercion

